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Argus is pleased to introduce daily price assessments for methanol. We welcome your feedback on these assessments and this
daily report. Please contact Roel Salazar at roel.salazar@argusmedia.com or +1 713 360 7550 with your input.
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Commentary

US Deals

Americas
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September methanol rose, trading at 122¢/USG. Firm bids and
offers for October were absent Thursday, but market participants pegged it around a 1¢/USG discount to September.
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It was another day of constrained activity on the methanol
spot market with just one trade identified at €371/t. Market
participants remained on the sidelines seeking direction from
the markets in the US and Asia. Rumours persist of extended
downtime at a methanol plant in northwest Europe which took
a scheduled planned outage during July. 		
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Methanol remained largely stable in line with the trend seen
through Thursday’s trading across the region.
No firm cfr China discussions emerged. Meanwhile, buy-sell
sentiments remained mostly subdued amid an underlying lack
of direction about the medium-term outlook. Supplies are still
expected to rise in late September and thereafter as volumes
arrive from Iran.
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In east China, spot trades were concluded at Yn3,340Yn3,350/t ex-tank Jiangsu, largely unchanged from Wednesday.
January methanol futures dropped by 1.67pc to Yn3,239/t on
the Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange (ZCE).
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Access on-the-go: Argus Publications app.
Closer to our clients. Closer to the market.

A new option is now available for you to access Argus
publications, no matter where your work takes you.
• Optimized for reading on Android or iPhone
• Charts and tables optimized for mobile access
• Jump quickly to sections of interest

Download the app now
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